
Data from RSform will not appear
Posted by regi0912 - 2011/03/26 15:48
_____________________________________

Great program , I thinksince being new to Joomla its all new.

I am having a trouble getting data from RSforms to appear in the any table. I can see the data in a module from RSforms
however I cannot get the data to load into and table of ARI. 

this is what I am using an I am sure its wrong ..

 {arijdatatable bPaginate="true"}
  
    
      
        Agent
        Carrier
        AV
      
    
    
      
        content1
        content2
        content3
      
    
  
{/arijdatatable}

the table that is working is 





{Agent:value}{carrier:value}{AV:value}

Please help this is very frustrating

============================================================================

Re:Data from RSform will not appear
Posted by admin - 2011/03/26 15:52
_____________________________________

Hello,

Could you specify please do you want to show data from database or convert plain HTML table to "ARI JDataTable"?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Data from RSform will not appear
Posted by admin - 2011/03/26 15:56
_____________________________________

Just wrap table which you want to convert with {arijdatatable} and {/arijdatatable} tags. If it doesn't work, provide link to
page where we can see the problem please.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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Re:Data from RSform will not appear
Posted by regi0912 - 2011/03/26 16:04
_____________________________________

I am sorry but How do you do that. Where do i insert that.

============================================================================

Re:Data from RSform will not appear
Posted by admin - 2011/03/26 16:12
_____________________________________

For example if an article contains the next HTML table and you want to convert it to "ARI JDataTable":



 
  
    Col 1
    Col 2
  
 
 
  
    val 1
    val 2
  
  
    val 3
    val 4
  
 



wrap it with {arijdatatable} and {/arijdatatable} tags. It will look like:


{arijdatatable}

 
  
    Col 1
    Col 2
  
 
 
  
    val 1
    val 2
  
  
    val 3
    val 4
  
 

{/arijdatatable}


If you want to convert table in a module, it requires to modify module template and wrap table in a module with
{arijdatatable} and {/arijdatatable} tags and use "System - ARI Smart Content" plugin instead of "ARI Smart Content"
Joomla! content plugin. "System - ARI Smart Content" plugin can be downloaded here, see "F.A.Q." tab.
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PS: If you wish, you can provide temporary access to your Joomla! backend by email and describe what table do you
want to convert and we will help to configure the extension.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Data from RSform will not appear
Posted by regi0912 - 2011/03/26 16:22
_____________________________________

i just sent an email with access , I cant figure that out

============================================================================

Re:Data from RSform will not appear
Posted by admin - 2011/03/26 16:32
_____________________________________

Try now please.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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